
“...IT IS THEIR RIGHT, IT IS THEIR DUTY, TO THROW OFF SUCH GOVERNMENT…”

Three steps to save America.   The left, globalists – elitist cabal have waged war on We The People and 
America, in fact all of mankind. For more than 140 years they have infiltrated our government and now 
since 2020 they have come out of hiding, exposing their one world order, great reset plan. They have 
murdered millions of people through fake wars and with, more recently, bio engineered poisons/weapons.
It’s never been more urgent to seize control of our country, abolish our government and provide new 
guards than NOW! 

There are only two things stopping WTP from abolishing our government and instituting a new one: local
law enforcement – the police (LLE), and a cogent plan.  Without blind obedience of LLE the left, tyrants 
have NO power. LLE is not compatible with war. They are repurposed as guardsmen for tyrants and their 
tyranny. We must realize and accept that, regardless how pro-America some may be, they will all (with 
the exception of a few good sheriffs), always comply with and carry out orders from the tyrants as we 
have witnessed (“just doing my job”), and will be used to try to stop us.  Every LLE officer in the 
country, including  sheriffs (see exception in Step 1), whose department and leadership as a whole does 
not expressly stand with WTP, should immediately resign. If they do not it should be understood that they
have chosen to defend the enemy. Proceed with Step 1. 

Initially, patriots living in larger democrat run cities where there are thousands of LLE officers do not 
need to participate. As our defense of America mounts throughout the country these LLE officers will be 
more easily persuaded to resign.

There’s no official hand book on how to abolish our government and institute a new one, though the 
effort need only three elements: 1. A cogent plan. The plan you’re reading now is the bare minimum 
actions needed to throw off your government. 2. Enough people to act to overcome any resistance. The 
number of WTP required is whatever it will take to overcome any rebellion from the leftist, elitist cabal - 
your local LLE. The more people you have the less likely they will be belligerent. 3. A “GO” time. Do 
not expect someone to say “GO.” As local communities become ready they should act. Once begun it will
spread quickly throughout the country. Yes, you read #2 correctly: Overcome THEIR rebellion. WTP are 
and always will be the supreme authority over our land, our states, our country, our bodies, minds and 
souls, and our government. WTP cannot be rebels, revolutionaries, or insurrectionists against that which 
we created. They can, however rebel against us. Again, they cannot do anything without LLE. Terminate 
that power and we can’t be stopped. 

Step 1 (below), removes government’s power to do anything to interfere with your duty to throw off your
government. Step 2, provides new guards. Step 3, resolves accountability for treason and crimes against 
humanity. 

First, read the declaration of independence multiple times. Understand these important truths: ▪ The 
enemy is not democrat voters. ▪ The enemy are the “one world order” and “the great reset” cultists; 
Marxist, leftists cabal. ▪ America is being attacked and systematically destroyed from within while they 
murder thousands, if not millions of people including children. ▪ It is our duty to defend our republic. ▪ 
Constitutional law and order has become an illusion. ▪ We are not the aggressors. We are not taking an 
offensive posture but rather a defensive one. ▪ We are not rebels “resisting an established government.” 
Our current government was not legally established. ▪ This is not a civil war among fellow Americans. ▪ 
Elections are controlled by the enemy, rendering them meaningless. ▪ J6 political prisoners are meant to 
instill fear to keep WTP from rising up. ▪ Patriots outnumber any plausible resistance by at least 75:1, that
includes all [qualified] local law enforcement and military combined. ▪ Republican leaders and the 
military cannot and will not fix this. It is up to us. 



Step 1: Gather at your city halls and hold a voice vote (yea or nay), from the crowd to immediately 
terminate your LLE. If they do not comply gather at your LLE departments with a minimum ratio of 
20:1, and demand they stand down. Remain there until everyone resigns and walks out unarmed. Allow 
nothing in. Gather their uniforms, badges and credentials, radios, vehicle keys, and arms, and store under 
your control. It will be necessary to open carry once your LLE is terminated. It will be our responsibility 
to protect our communities. Sheriffs can be left alone so long as they publicly accept our cause of 
defending America and instituting a new government, and do not interfere with the transition of power to 
the people except to carry out arrest warrants (Preferred, not required. WTP can accomplish arrests just 
the same.). If sheriffs do not stand with us immediately vote them out and elect a new one. Gather at your
counties sheriff department (the largest or main one if you have multiple in your county), and hold a 
voice vote (yea or nay) from the crowd. Your new [temporary] sheriff need only agree not to interfere 
except to carry out arrest warrants. Warrants will be voted on by the people, not signed by judges. US 
military and service members: “...against all enemies, foreign and domestic…” You have failed. We will 
take it from here. 

Step 2: As is your right, your duty, throw off (abolish) your government. This eliminates the political 
status and power of all currently elected representatives (the guards), and those appointed by them, at all 
levels of government – local, state, and federal. As soon as possible begin instituting new government, 
laying its foundation on such principles and organizing its powers in such form, as to you will seem most 
likely to effect your safety and happiness. Our foundation will be the original Constitution of the United 
States, and associated founding documents. What does “abolish your government” mean exactly? It’s an 
annulment, a declaration that your current government is null and void. In the most basic terms it’s 
resetting our country/constitution/government back to its original intent. This [abolishment] can be 
accomplished with a simple voice vote from the people assembled. Once voted on it becomes effective 
immediately. Every government body, entity, political position and statutory law at your local, state, and 
federal level will, at that moment, cease to exist. All “federal land” becomes the state’s. From that point 
forward, until the new guards are in place, and beyond, common/natural law will prevail. USA Inc, and 
all relative treaties will cease to be (This is complicated but necessary to understand. Seek out those that 
understand what it means.) Good men will protect their states, neighbors, and the weak. Gather at your 
state capital and hold a voice vote (yea or nay) from the crowd to abolish your current government. 
Unless you are satisfied with your governor, immediately elect a new one. Vote for a new [temporary] 
governor on the spot. It does not matter who it is so long as they (or the current governor) recognize that 
as of that day ALL statutory laws, policies, and rules cease to exist, and immediately sign these orders: 1. 
Immediately seize and destroy all COVID vaccines. 2. Terminate the State Police. 3. Expel all 
[previously recognized] federal agencies from your state. 4. Ban forever the use of electronic, digital 
voting devices and systems. Require paper ballot only, one day only, in person only (exception for the 
infirm and military), with photo ID for all future elections. 5. Declare the 14th Amendment to our 
Constitution unconstitutional and abolish it. The 13th Amendment ended slavery and involuntary 
servitude while the 14th Amendment made EVERY MAN a slave to the USA corporation (“USA Inc.” 
Research it. You’ll learn that freedom in the United States of America ended for everyone in 1868). 6. 
End corporation status for all businesses. Corporations will be formed only temporarily and as needed to 
serve a public good. 7. Recognize Donald Trump as the current President of the USA. Like him or not, he
won the 2020 election. He deserves the position for four years. IMPORTANT: Your new, interim, 
governor should NOT be given any more authority than what is listed above or that the people have 
added or revised on the day they were elected. If your new governor deviates from this, repeat Step 2. 
Maintain a contingency of citizens around your governor to assist and protect them, and to monitor their 
actions. Note: Step two is necessary to maintain some semblance of governmental structure during this 
transition.  There will be no legislative body, only WTP in your states and your governor. Once the 
people have regained control of their government a new permanent governor, and legislative body, should



be elected through [restored] traditional means.  

Step 3: Accountability begins now. Arrest the criminals now. Sheriffs must comply with arrest warrants. 
They should deputize as many citizens as necessary to carry out these arrests. Any local government 
official, agency heads, doctors, hospital administrators, presidents, CEOs, and any other corporate entity 
heads, active or not that promoted, mandated, administered involuntary experimental “vaccines” and 
COVID lock downs and restrictions in your state should be immediately arrested and detained until they 
can stand trial for treason, human rights violations, ignoring Nuremberg code, murder, attempted murder 
when government is restored. This is a necessary first step and only the beginning. We will arrest them all
for all the crimes they have committed. The worst of them should be publicly hanged.

Much more will be done to put America back on its foundation. Be patient, these first steps are vital. 
Trust no individual. Trust your group. Verify everything. Share your progress and ideas with neighboring 
communities. Infiltrators will attempt to stir infighting. DON’T LET THEM! Remember, they do not 
have the resources to stop us. This is precisely why leftist social media corporations (government) bans 
every attempt to organize. They know how easy it would be for us to stop them. There are over 150M 
patriots ready to go. D4bb7350aa5e6ded27fa88f8579b7ba8

This was provided by Stincer2222 @Stincer2222 on Gab.com . And was reprinted here for clarity. 
The S2 Project welcomes submissions, and other information for our online library. Go to 
https://thes2project.com/contact and drop us a note if you may have some ''Patriot stuff'' we should be posting.  
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